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Sponsorship Opportunities



We improve communities to support artists and support 
artists to improve communities. 

Wave Pool is a dynamic place where art intersects with 
community. We act as a catalyst for social engagement and 
cultivate artistic development in order to create positive 
social change. 



Objectives: 
 
We elevate, instigate, and promote social practice and 
socially engaged art works, defined by art that is a catalyst 
for positive change in communities.  

We provide a community space that supports the develop-
ment of artistic ideas and experimental visions 

We connect people (turning strangers into neighbors 
through art) 

We are active listeners and learners, and develop/encour-
age a culture of active listening and learning

Vision: 

We strive to create a society where contemporary art and 
artists are valued and integrated fully into the fabric and 
success of our neighborhood, our city, and beyond. 

We aim to be a model for how contemporary artists can 
transform a community through inclusive and dynamic pro-
gramming, art, and conscientious investment.  



In 2017 we produced 19 exhibitions (in the gallery and 
off-site), hosted 9 artists for exhibitions, residencies, and 
programs, and impacted over 6,000 people through exhibi-
tions, performances, and educational programs. In 2018 
we are on track to engage over 11,000 participants. 
Wave Pool has facilitated over 450 programs since opening 
in 2015. These include art classes, workshops, lectures, film 
screenings, yoga classes, art critique nights, open studios, 
figure drawing sessions, exhibition openings, book clubs, 
and performances here at Wave Pool and in the community. 

Our Board of Directors has coined Wave Pool as the place 
where art intersects with community. We can’t think of a 
more exciting way to frame a new arts space. We ‘lead from 
behind’ – allowing the neighborhood and artists to tell us 
what needs to happen. We are creating a platform, a way 
for artists to play an integral role in our city. Named the 
‘Most Ambitious Alternative Art Space’ by CityBeat, our 
small organization is stretching our time and dollar to facili-
tate as many artist-directed projects, exhibitions, and com-
munity programs as possible. We are growing quickly and 
making a name for Cincinnati as a place where art happens. 
We are proud of what we’ve accomplished and ready to do 
more. 

Please read on for opportunities on how you can provide 
necessary and needed support the place where art meets 
community.



Wave Pool Sponsorship Opportunities

Wave Pool Arts Center has multiple sponsorship opportuni-
ties to engage those interested in supporting contemporary 
art in the Cincinnati region. Whether it be to participate as 
the presenting sponsor of an exhibition, fund an Artist-In-
Residence project, or to serve as the underwriting sponsor 
for a signature public program, Wave Pool sponsorships 
provide unique opportunities for companies and individuals 
to increase brand awareness among target audiences, enter-
tain clients and friends, and receive tailored recognition—all 
while promoting important cultural initiatives in the Cincin-
nati community.

The following outlines key exhibition and program sponsor-
ships available. Wave Pool will happily provide more com-
prehensive proposals and benefit offerings based on spe-
cific interests and sponsorship objectives.





Exhibition Program Sponsorship
 
Wave Pool’s gallery exhibits experimental, contemporary 
works that seek to advance the state of visual arts as well as 
speak to and engage a wide range of residents in our city. 
Our gallery exhibition program is both the most convention-
al and the most visible way in which Wave Pool advances 
the role of visual arts in our region. We are committed to 
putting together thoughtfully curated exhibitions that speak 
to viewers of all levels and experience with art. Additionally, 
as part of fulfilling Wave Pool’s mission to cultivate artistic 
development, we are committed to exhibiting local artists 
alongside better-known national and international artists. 
We host a thoughtfully curated and rigorous exhibitions 
program which collides the work of emerging local artists 
with successful mid-career national and international artists 
in order to elevate the Cincinnati art world and directly assist 
the careers of the local artists that we show. 

Seasonal Sponsorship: $5,000
 - Includes name on gallery wall for entire season 
 (October - May), name and/or logo on all print and  
           web materials for all exhibitions during season, 
           invites to special curatorial preview events for 
           exhibitions
Exhibition Sponsorship: $1,000
 - Includes name on gallery wall for selected exhibi
 tion, name and/or logo on all print and  web 
           materials for exhibition, invites to special curatorial
           preview events for exhibitions
Supporting/Educational Programs Sponsorship: $500
 - Includes name on gallery wall for selcted exhibition,  
 name and/or logo on all print and  web materials for 
           exhibition, invites to special curatorial preview events   
           for exhibitions
 
Learn more about upcoming exhibitions on the next page!



2018/19 Exhibition Season Preview 
(spring and summer TBA late 2018)
 
Social Medium:  
Photography as a Tool for Community Collaboration
September 15 - November 10
Social Medium exhibits and facilitates projects that create 
archives of communities that are made collaboratively with 
the communities they are documenting. Artists have made 
a place for themselves in the world of social work, being 
recognized as instigators for community redevelopment 
and being able to build communication and collaboration 
in communities through creative means. This exhibition will 
display the results of several of these collaborative ap-
proaches to photography, as well as see a community-based 
shared photography project to fruition with our own com-
munity. 
 
Invisible Labor
November 17 - January 5
When done well, the labor done by art preparatory crews 
(frequently made up of teams of working artists,) is invis-
ible. For this show, Wave Pool is teaming up with local art 
handlers and preparatory crews from area art institutions 
to put on an exhibition that aims to make visible the labor 
and practice of building, installing and creating art exhibi-
tions. Exhibition installation succeeds when it is invisible and 
seemingly effortless, yet those who do this kind of prepara-
tory work are often artists themselves. By highlighting the 
invisible labor of those working the back of the house in 
our area arts organizations, we are underlining the efforts of 
those whose work is often left out of the artistic canon.



‘Art Space Is Your Space’ Artist-In-Residence 
Sponsorship
 
The Wave Pool Art Space Is Your Space Program awards 
sponsored residencies to local, national, and international 
artists interested in engaging Cincinnati with their artistic 
practice. Residencies of 2-6 weeks include flexible live/work 
studio space, a month long exhibition in our gallery, oppor-
tunities for artistic community engagement and program-
ming, and travel/living stipends. Residents become part of 
the dynamic artistic community of Cincinnati, Ohio and are 
asked to engage the community in at least one public work-
shop, program, or performance during their stay. Projects 
are to be artist developed and in line with their work. The 
program emphasizes two-way engagement, offering excep-
tional arts experiences to Wave Pool’s local community as 
well as unique benefits and exhibition opportunities to the 
artists in residence. 

Seasonal Sponsorship: $3,000
 - Includes name on gallery wall for 2018/19 Art Space 
 Is Your Space Residencies, name and/or logo on all 
 print and web materials for Residencies, invites to 
           private studio visits with visiting artists in residence
Artist in Residence Sponsorship: $1,500
 - Includes name on gallery wall for the Art Space 
 Is Your Space Residency of your choice, name and/or 
           logo on all print and web materials for Residency, 
           invites to private studio visits with the visiting artist
Supporting/Education Sponsorship: $500
 - Includes name on gallery wall for the Art Space 
 Is Your Space Residency of your choice, name and/or 
           logo on all print and web materials for Residency, 
           invites to private studio visits with the visiting artist



The Wave Pool Art Space Is Your Space Program is decided 
by an open call and juried process in the Fall for the follow-
ing year. Here are examples of the projects to give you an 
idea: 
 
Check Point 
Chelsea Flowers, 2018
In May 2018 Wave Pool 
welcomed Detroit-based 
artist Chelsea Flowers, 
whose practice explores 
subversion to popular 
culture and how “otherness” is created, and social and cul-
tural critique of her environment. She explores these ideas 
through comedic troupes, physical play, nostalgic memo-
rabilia, and participatory performance. During her time in 
Cincinnati she sought to answer the question, “Can we build 
communities through Play?” 

Funniest Joke in 
Cincinnati 
Sophie Lindsey, 2018
In January 2019 Wave 
Pool will be welcom-
ing UK-based, social 
practice artist, Sophie 
Lindsey. During her time 
in Cincinnati she will be 

bringing together a range of voices and perspectives across 
the different communities through a portable Joke Booth. 
Funniest Joke in Cincinnati is a project that seeks to explore 
the identity of Cincinnati through the jokes told within it. At 
the end of the  project a small publication will be created 
that brings together all/a selection of the jokes collected, 
creating a Camp Washington Pocket Joke Book, as a legacy 
of the Funniest Joke in Cincinnati.



Curatorial Residency Sponsorship
 
This new program is a unique opportunity for emerging 
artists and curators to execute their unique vision for Wave 
Pool’s gallery space. The Curatorial Residency Program 
enables three emerging local curators to continue their 
professional development, form new creative partnerships, 
and engage community residents through programming 
that serves the mission of Wave Pool: to be a place where 
art intersects with community; to act as a catalyst for social 
engagement and cultivate artistic development. Curatorial 
residents are chosen by a team of arts professionals and stu-
dents through an open call process. The selected residents 
will receive a stipend to cover their exhibition budget as 
well as mentorship, administrative support, marketing, and 
space to realize bold visions for the gallery. This program 
aims to encourage and establish local emerging curators 
to find their voice and gain experience in our city. In 2019 
the three selected exhibitions will take place in one of three 
venues: Wave Pool, 1305, or AnyTime Dept.

Seasonal Sponsorship: $6,000
 - Includes name on gallery wall for 2018/19 Curatorial 
 Residency Exhibitions, name and/or logo on all 
 print and web materials for Residencies, invites to 
           private studio visits with visiting artists in residence
Curatorial Residence Sponsorship: $2,000
 - Includes name on gallery wall for the Curatorial 
 Residency project of your choice, name and/or 
           logo on all print and web materials for Residency, 
           and invites to exhibitions previews with the curator
Supporting/Education Sponsorship: $500
 - Includes name on gallery wall for the Curatorial 
 Residency project of your choice, name and/or 
           logo on all print and web materials for Residency, 
           and invites to exhibitions previews with the curator



The Wave Pool Curatorial Residency Program is decided by 
an open call and juried process in the Fall for the following 
year. Here are examples of the projects to give you an idea:

WITH NO MEMORIES NO 
TIES NO PHANTOMS TO 
TEND FOR, an exhibition 
that interrogates the histori-
cal and contemporary tradi-
tion of cultural theft through 
the lenses of memory and 
power. Curated by Wave 
Pool’s first Curatorial Resident, Abby Friend. The show 

includes work from local and 
national artists through various 
means of cultural production 
such as video, sculpture, instal-
lation, writing and poster art.  

Midwest Markdowns, a group 
show curated by design duo 
SUBSTUDIO. Featuring the 

work of eight emerging artists and design collectives whose 
practices have been shaped by the unique opportunities 
afforded by working in the Midwest, their work has been in-
fluenced by a geographic region 
that has been both marginalized 
and romanticized

1,954 Miles, a group show cu-
rated by Harry Sanchez Jr. With 
his exhibition, Harry Sanchez 
Jr. aims to give a voice to a few 
artists from La Frontera, to use the space as a megaphone 
to represent the complex thoughts and feelings that come 
from people living in the contested border between Mexico 
and the United States. 



Welcome Editions
 
We have completed three Welcome Editions thusfar: 

  Welcome Edition #1: Chris 
  Johanson & Johanna Jackson
  Johanson and Jackson emerged    
  from the late 90s San Francisco-
  based skater/surf/graffiti scene, 
  known to many as the Mission 

School, with portfolios of charged, figurative drawings and 
immersive three-dimensional environments. This edition of 
75 woodblock printed denim capes and blankets with a slid-
ing scale of special artist details and price ranges

Welcome Edition #2: 
Caroline Woolard
Caroline Woolard is an 
artist and organizer whose 
work explores intersections 
between art and the soli-
darity economy. Resulting from a multi-faceted project by 
New York City-based artist Caroline Woolard entitled Listen, 
an edition of Welcome Project Cups were produced. This 
limited edition of functional ceramic cups was designed 
over the course of a year in dialog with the women of The 
Welcome Project.

Welcome Edition #3: Pedro Reyes
A continuation in his practice of creating second generation 
instruments from dismantled guns, this series of flutes made 
from gun barrels is an edition of 17, specifically in response 
to the Parkland school shooting. Born in Mexico City, Reyes 
is known for transforming existing problems into ideas for a 
better world. This series of flutes debuted at the March For 
Our Lives in Cincinnati on March 24th, 2018. A portion of 
the proceeds will go to Everytown for Gun Safety.



Welcome Editions Sponsorship
 
Welcome Editions (WE) are limited edition art objects de-
signed by nationally recognized artists and fabricated by 
Cincinnati-based refugee and immigrant women. Often 
functional, affordable and always collectible, the editions 
appeal both to collectors of contemporary art and those 
seeking to support refugees. WE is facilitated by the con-
temporary art center, Wave Pool, Camp Washington, Ohio 
in association with the Welcome Project, a social enterprise 
parternship between Wave Pool and Heartfelt Tidibits. WE 
brings much needed employment and empowerment to 
local refugee and immigrant women and equally, it presents 
an opportunity to feature work by nationally regarded artists 
that is exclusive to Cincinnati. All profits from WE feed back 
into the growth and sustainability of the Welcome Project. 

Editions Sponsorship: $20,000
 - Includes name on gallery wall for 2018/19 Art Space 
 Is Your Space Residencies, name and/or logo on all 
 print and web materials for Residencies, invites to 
           private studio visits with visiting artists in residence
Supporting Sponsorship: $5000
 - Includes name on gallery wall for the Art Space 
 Is Your Space Residency of your choice, name and/or 
           logo on all print and web materials for Residency, 
           invites to private studio visits with the visiting artist



9x18 Sponsorship
 
9x18: The Parking Lot Art Experiment – an alternative/per-
formative/experimental/ live art fair took over the parking 
lot of 2927 Colerain Avenue on April 30th, 2017. “9x18” 
describes the dimensions of a standard parking space, and 
that space constraint is the only rule to abide by for this fair. 
Tents, wire hangers, and plastic sleeves for goods sold will 
be absent from this fair. Instead, viewers will be inundated 
with performance, art actions, experimental engagements, 
and ephemeral works. 

9x18 Sponsorship: $3,000
 - Includes name on program and map for 2019 9x18: 
 Parking Lot Art Experiment, name and/or logo on all 
 print and web marketing and pr materials for event
Individual Art Installation Sponsorship: $100
 - Includes name next to artist listing on program and 
 map for the 2019 9x18: Parking Lot Art Experiment 
 choice,  invites to private studio visit with the artist





WavePoolGallery.org
WavePoolGallery@gmail.com


